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ABSTRACT 
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM 
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Directed by: Dr. Kenneth A. Parker 
Nan Stein’s report "A Gender At Risk ” (1988), prepared for the 
Massachusetts Department of Education, noted a discrepancy in 
reference to the economic and gender related consequences of 
schooling, in particular to the Occupational Education programs. A 
comparison of female enrollment figures in Massachusetts 
Occupational Education in 1982 and 1985 indicated that female 
students continue to be disproportionately underrepresented in some 
of the more highly skilled and lucrative trade areas. This fact is 
alarming considering the long term economic consequences for 
females, or as defined in "Equity, Educational Reform and Gender" 
(Tetrault and Schmuck, 1985), 'the feminization of poverty'. Female 
students need to develop skills and competencies that will allow 
them to compete in jobs that offer competitive salaries and 
opportunities for promotion. 
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The purpose of this study was to examine selected 
characteristics of female students enrolled in a comprehensive urban 
vocational education program during the 1988-1989 school year and 
to identify factors that influenced their selection process. Research 
included examination of identified characteristics of female 
vocational students; reasons cited by the female students for 
choosing vocational education; and the influence of family and school 
personnel in the students’ selection. 
Thirty-five female students in a vocational program in 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, participated in this study. Information 
was gathered from student records, surveys and interviews. The 
findings were presented qualitatively and quantitatively. 
The research documented two primary influencing components. 
A combination of internal and external factors, including the 
student’s interests and skill levels and the influence of parents and 
teachers, were the culminating factors effecting the student’s 
decision to select a vocational program. Contributing factors included 
the student’s math and reading scores and special education needs. 
Factors that did not impact the student's choice included 
socioeconomic status, race/ethnicity and single versus two parent 
homes. 
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION: SEX EQUITY: FEMALE CHOICES 
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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
A_._Introduction 
Equity in vocational education programs has been a priority for 
the last twenty years with policymakers and practitioners at the 
federal, state and local levels. Six federal laws and a federal 
executive order constitute the major non-discrimination provisions 
that apply to educational programs and employers. In addition, in 
1971 Massachusetts passed Chapter 622 of the Massachusetts Acts 
and Resolves thereby being the first state to develop anti-sex 
discrimination legislation applicable to public elementary and 
secondary schools. Through these efforts the external barriers for 
equal access to vocational programs and employment opportunities 
have been legally removed. 
Despite these legislative mandates, the total enrollment of 
females in vocational education programs in Massachusetts has 
remained constant at 32 percent according to the Division of 
Occupational Education, October enrollment reports for 1982 to 1988. 
These reports indicated that female students were predominately 
enrolled in programs traditional to their sex. For the purpose of this 
study the terms "traditional" and "nontraditional were used to 
characterize vocational programs. Traditional referred to programs 
that have been typical strongholds for one sex 
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(i.e. autobody shop for males), and where enrollments reflected at 
least 80 percent participation by members of one sex. Non 
traditional was defined as programs where enrollment had less than 
20 percent membership representing one sex (i.e. autobody shop for 
females) (Enman, 1981). Stein compared in her report "A Gender at 
Risk, (1988), the 1982 and 1985 female enrollment statistics in 
vocational courses and shops. The findings indicated that statewide 
the identical courses and shops continue to be predominately female: 
Nursing Assistant (98% and 98% in 1982 and 1985, respectively). 
Care and Guidance of Children (98%, 97%), Clothing Management and 
Production Services (97%, 100%), Cosmetology, (99%, 99%), and 
Health Aide, (96%, 97%). This trend was further exemplified when 
comparing shops which draw a mix of males and females: General 
Merchandise (64% and 66% female in 1982 and 1985, respectively); 
Programmer (58%, 55%); Commercial Art (54%, 47%); Painting and 
Decorating (41%, 49%); Graphic Arts (43%, 48%) and Quality Food 
Occupations (51%, 49%). 
The fact that female students continue to avoid enrollment in 
vocational courses that are traditional to males is alarming. These 
lucrative trade areas have changed very little in regard to female 
participation: Air Conditioning (1% and 1% female in 1982 and 1985, 
respectively); Auto Mechanics (4%, 4%); Carpentry (3%, 4%); 
Electricity (2%, 3%); Plumbing (3%, 3%); Electrical (2%, 3%), 
Electronics (8%, 2%); Machine Shop (4%,4%); Sheet Metal (3%, 7%); 
Welding and Cutting (3%, 4%); Metalworking/Fabrication (0%, 2%); 
Woodworking and Cabinetmaking (2%, 7%); Body and Fender (1%, 
2 
3%); Drafting (16%, 21%) (Stein, 1988). These statistics are 
disturbing, particularly relative to women's economic consequences 
as a result of their training for jobs that tend toward the lower end 
of the pay scale. 
Statistics support the fact that the number of women in the 
labor force continue to increase. Anthony J. Ferrara, Regional 
Commissioner of the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
reported that in 1988 the number of women in the New England 
labor force reached a record high participation rate of 60.2 percent. 
He noted that especially significant is the attachment of married 
women to the regional workforce whose participation rate went from 
53.5 percent in 1982 to 61.2 percent in 1988. 
The facts support the concept that female students need to 
prepare for entry into the work force. They need to develop skills 
and competencies that will allow them to compete in jobs that offer 
competitive salaries and an opportunity for promotion. The need for 
education and training for female students to prepare them for 
the future is a reality. Despite these stark realities females continue 
to be underrepresented in the trade areas, specifically 
nontraditional areas. 
B. Statement of Purpose 
The purpose of this study was to examine select characteristics 
of female students who were enrolled in a vocational education 
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program at a comprehensive urban high school during the period 
September, 1988 to June, 1989, and to identify factors which 
influenced their decision to enroll in a vocational program. Included 
in this research was the examination of identified characteristics of 
female students participating in a vocational education program, and 
those who left the program during the 1988-1989 school year; the 
reasons cited by the female students for choosing vocational 
education; and the roles of family and school personnel in the 
students' selection process. 
The following are the identified student characteristics: 
1. Race/ethnicity 
2. Number of parents in the home 
3. Total reading scores 
4. Total math scores 
5. Socioeconomic status of family, and 
6. Special education classification. 
The study provides insight into factors that influence a 
student's decision to enroll in a vocational education program and 
barriers affecting successful completion of the program. Policies and 
practices regarding recruitment and retention strategies for female 
students were identified and proactive sex equity recommendations 
were developed. 
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This study was designed to answer the following questions: 
What were the characteristics of female students 
enrolled in vocational education during the 1988-1989 
school year? 
What factors effected the student's decision to enroll in 
a vocational education program? 
What factors effected student's decision to drop out of 
the vocational education program? 
What policies and practices would encourage recruitment 
and/or retention of students in vocational education 
programs? 
C. Rationale and Significance of the Study 
The significance of this study was particularly relevant as 
statistics indicated that greater than fifty-percent of Cambridge 
Rindge and Latin High School graduating seniors, classes of 1986, 
1987 and 1988 did not continue on to college and less than 
twenty-five percent of those students were in a vocational education 
program. Only one percent of the female graduating seniors were 
from the vocational education program, as was evidenced by data 
collected by the Cambridge Public School system. 
Womens' employment opportunities are effected by general 
education, vocational education and other socialization and training 
influences to which they are exposed. Mertans and Gardner (1981) 
studied 1,539 workers age 20-34 and linked their vocational 
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education to their employment in related occupations. Grasso and 
Shea (1980) indicated that female students who participated in 
vocational education were more likely to finish high school and earn 
higher wages than those in general education. 
Even though many barriers have been eliminated and statistics 
demonstrate the need for females to prepare for a career area, they 
continue to enter vocational education programs at a less than 
significant representation. Through the exploration of the influences 
effecting female enrollment in vocational education, data may 
provide information as to the barriers that still remain. With this 
information, programs or policies effecting recruitment strategies 
could be developed that would allow for more females to avail 
themselves the opportunity for a vocational education. 
The statistics and studies support the following: 
o The number of working women has more than doubled 
between 1968 and 1988 - women now represent 46.6 
percent of the New England regional labor force, 
o Both nationally and locally women continue to 
be employed in the "traditionally female" 
occupations. 
o Nationally 73.5 percent of employed women work full 
time; in Massachusetts 69.5 percent of employed women 
work full time. 
o Despite significant gains in employment and increased 
labor force participation - women continue to earn 
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considerably less than men - nationally womens’ median 
weekly earnings in 1988 were 70.2 percent of mens’, up 
from 62.5 percent in 1978. 
The scope of this study included female students who were 
enrolled in the Massachusetts Chapter 74 comprehensive program, 
Rindge Technical Vocational, at Cambridge Rindge and Latin High 
School, Cambridge, Massachusetts, during the period September, 
1988 to June, 1989. Early identification and recruitment could lessen 
the impact of years lost in a non-satisfying program and alter the 
effect of poor vocational preparation upon entering the labor force. 
Perhaps more significantly, outreach to the female student could 
lessen the chances of failure and dissatisfaction and perhaps avert 
long term issues such as unemployment, delinquency, and public 
welfare costs. 
The Massachusetts Department of Vocational Education 
mandated the Chapter 74 vocational technical programs to develop 
an admission policy for entering students (See Appendix A). The 
admission policy identified specific application procedures and 
identified criteria to determine student's eligibility. The policy also 
incorporated the Cambridge Public School’s commitment to equal 
educational opportunity without regard to race, color, sex, religion, 
national origin, English language proficiency or handicap. 
The issue of females in vocational education has been identified 
and addressed through various means. "Laws have been passed in 
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recent years to prohibit sex discrimination in schools and the 
workplace. Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 and 
Chapter 622 of the Massachusetts Act of 1971 forbid discrimination 
in public schools. The Education Amendments of 1976 (PL 94-482) 
not only outlaw discrimination in vocational programs, but also 
mandate active efforts to reduce sex bias" (Lynch, 1979, p. 11). 
Dt A$$pmptiQnSi Theoretical Rationale. 
. Explanatory Definitions of Terms 
The purpose of this research was to examine the characteristics 
of female students enrolled in an urban comprehensive vocational 
education program during the 1988-1989 school year and to identify 
factors that influenced their decision to enroll in a vocational 
education program. The study examined selected student 
characteristics; reasons cited by the female students for choosing a 
vocational education and where applicable, reasons for leaving the 
program; and the role of family and school personnel on influencing 
the student selection process. 
Terms 
1. CAREER - "a time-extended working out of a purposeful life 
pattern through work, paid or unpaid, undertaken and engaged 
in by the individual" (AVA-NVGA Commission of Career 
Guidance and Vocational Education, 1973). It is not 
synonymous with occupation, but rather includes various life 
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roles and positions over the life span, of which occupation is 
only one. 
2* CAREER DEVELOPMENT - focuses on seeking, obtaining and 
processing information about self, occupation, educational 
alternatives, life style and role options, and socioeconomic and 
labor market trends. It is a continuous, lifelong person- 
centered process of developmental experiences. Career 
development involves engaging in purposeful planning in order 
to make reasoned decisions about work and its relation to other 
life roles with benefit to self and society (Hansen, 1976). 
3. CAREER EDUCATION - a developmental, deliberate, and 
collaborative effort by educators, parents, and business- 
industry-labor-government personnel to systematically 
promote the career development of all persons. It creates 
experiences to help individuals learn academic, vocational and 
basic skills and achieve a sense of agency in making informed 
career decision; to master the developmental tasks facing 
them at various life stages through curriculum, counseling, and 
community (Hansen, 1980). 
4. CAREER INFORMATION PROCESSING - the manner in which 
the individual incorporates knowledge of the world of work 
with her/his own values, interests, abilities, and life style 
needs to make possible career decisions (Hansen, 1980). 
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CAREER GUIDANCE - a systematic program involving 
counselors, teachers, and parents. It is part of career 
education, designed to increase one's knowledge of self; of 
occupations, training paths, and life styles; of labor market 
trends and employability skills, and of the career decision¬ 
making process. It helps the individual gain self-direction 
through purposefully and consciously integrating work, family, 
leisure, and community roles (Hansen, 1980). 
6. CAREER SOCIALIZATION - the differential experiences and 
processes used to prepare females and males for the 
educational, occupational, and life style roles and choices 
society has defined as being appropriate for their particular 
sex. Racial, ethnic, age and socioeconomic factors also are a 
part of one’s career socialization (Hansen, 1980). 
7. NONTRADITIONAL PROGRAM - occupational education 
courses/shops where enrollments reflect less than 20% 
membership representing one sex (i.e. autobody shop for 
females) (Enman, 1981). 
8. OCCUPATION - used in a narrower sense, occupation refers to 
one’s employment or job, e.g., teacher, counselor, business 
person, firefighter, mechanic (Hansen, 1980). 
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OCCUPATIONAL—SEX-TYPINQ - the differential assumptions and 
expectations about occupations that lead to segregation of the 
sexes by occupation (Hansen, 1980). 
SELF-CONCEPT - an individual's perceptions of his or her 
abilities, attitudes and other personal resources or 
characteristics (Hansen, 1980). 
H* $EX—BIAS- any behavior resulting from the assumption that 
one sex is superior to the other (Cathie, 1979). 
12. SEX—DISCRIMINATION - Any action which limits or denies 
individuals' opportunities, privileges, roles, or rewards on the 
basis of their sex (Cathie, 1979). 
13. SEX STEREOTYPING - contributing certain behaviors, abilities, 
interests, values, and roles to a person or a group of person on 
the basis of their sex (Cathie, 1979). 
14. SOCIALIZATION - the process by which children and adults are 
prepared to occupy and perform various roles. Socialization is 
achieved through the accumulation of life experiences that 
transmit messages of appropriate knowledge, attitudes, and 
skills to perform functions necessary for these roles. 
Socialization processes for young children are often deliberate 
and readily observable as children are being prepared to carry 
out a variety of complex and social, physical, economic, 
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political, and psychological roles as adults. Many adult 
socialization processes are subtle and unnoticeable, as these 
processes consist of continued reinforcement for already- 
learned roles (Hansen, 1980). 
16* SQFT—§HQP - vocational courses that typically have been 
selected by female students (Author's definition). 
16. TRADITIONAL PROGRAM - occupational education 
courses/shops that have been typical strongholds for one sex 
and where enrollments reflect at least 80% participation by 
members of one sex (i.e. autobody shop for males) 
(Enman, 1981). 
17. WORK - broadly conceived to include nonpaid as well as paid 
employment, educational endeavors, and some avocational 
efforts (Hansen, 1981). 
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E. Limitations of the Study 
The present study had limitations as well as strengths that 
need to be considered when assessing the findings. The purpose of 
this study was to examine selected characteristics of female students 
who were enrolled in an urban comprehensive vocational education 
program during the 1988-1989 school year and identify specific 
factors that influenced the selection process of these female students 
into the vocational education program offered at Cambridge Rindge 
and Latin High School. While the specific nature of this study was of 
significance to one school's program, applications cannot be made to 
vocational programs that vary in their course offerings or community 
climates. The courses of study offered within the vocational program 
included autobody, automotive, baking, carpentry, computer, 
cosmetology, culinary arts, drafting, electrical, electronics, graphic 
arts, health/careers, machine, metal fabrication and welding. In 
addition, exploratory and career programs are offered within the 
vocational technical areas. 
The most critical limitation was the composition and size of the 
student sample. The sample size was small to justify firm 
conclusions, particularly for certain subpopulations such as students 
in non-comprehensive vocational programs and/or students in 
suburban or rural communities. 
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Although all female students enrolled in the vocational 
education program during the school year 1988-1989 were 
involved, the research was limited to female participants in courses 
offered within the Chapter 74 vocational education program at 
Cambridge Rindge and Latin High School. The program did not 
include the Business Department or the Home Economics Department, 
therefore enrollees of programs in these areas, respectively, office 
related programs and early childhood education programs, and 
others, were eliminated as information sources. 
14 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
"Half of the human race is female. It is sometimes difficult to 
remember this, even for a female; and never more difficult than 
when reading history. Until late yesterday afternoon (speaking in 
terms of historical time), women intruded so rarely on the course of 
events that their total omission would be hardly noticeable. When 
they did appear, it was almost always in passive roles. Both 
individually and as a group, they are practically nonexistent in 
historical annals" (Rothman, 1978, p. 22). 
The review of literature incorporated the historical and legal 
foundations for the inclusion of women in vocational education. The 
primary focus of current relevant studies included the identification 
of factors influencing female vocational choices and theoretical 
positions regarding the female vocational self concept and cognitive 
skill development. 
This review of literature is divided into six basic components. 
A. History of Women's Education 
B. Historical Development of Women in the Labor 
Force 
C. Present Status of Women in the Labor Force 
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D. Laws Pertaining to Education and Employment of 
Women 
E. Females in Vocational Education Programs 
F. Theoretical Positions. 
The following questions serve as a framework by which this 
research defines the issues facing female vocational education 
students: 
o How have women historically been educated? 
o What has been the work history of women in this 
country? 
o What is the current status of the labor market for 
women? 
o What legislative action has influenced the education 
and work opportunities for women? 
A. History of Women's Education 
Under the Poor Law of the colonies, men were required to 
indenture their children to an employer, called a master, so that they 
might learn a craft. The apprentice, if a boy, was bound to the 
master for a maximum of seven years, age 14-21. If the apprentice 
was a girl, the maximum time served was 4 years, age 14-18. In a 
written contract called an indenture, the master agreed to train the 
apprentice for the trade or business and provide adequate food. 
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clothing and living quarters. In this way the children also learned 
reading and writing. 
In the colonies, crafts of every kind had to be learned by the 
pick up method of observation, imitation and practice. The master 
could develop the necessary skills needed in his shop in order to 
perpetuate his business. The apprenticeship system in the colonies 
also retained the characteristics of the traditional English 
apprenticeship and it became the most used educational institution 
of the period of statehood from 1783 to 1830. 
The apprentice system offered many benefits for a young 
nation. For half a century it provided a source of training for 
different groups of citizens across the spectrum of trades. At no cost 
to the taxpayer, apprentices were trained for self-support and 
literacy. The church benefitted from such training in that the flow of 
literate workers among common men promoted the reading of the 
scriptures and a more intelligent and loyal church membership. It 
compelled learners, under duress, to serve their masters in return 
for bed, board and clothing. At no cost to those who oversaw the 
needs of the poor, there was a plan for employing youth, placement 
in an occupation and the production of a wage earner (Moore, 1940). 
The Industrial Revolution began in England about the year 
1760 with the use of machines mostly used in the textile industry. 
Because of restrictive trade measures and legislation, the impact of 
the industrial revolution was not felt in America until the turn of the 
17 
century. By 1812 the country was, however, well on the way to 
becoming industrialized. The expansion of trade brought the use of 
new machines and set off a chain of discoveries in the area of 
invention: the power loom in 1814, the locomotive in 1829, the 
reaper and telegraph in 1835, the sewing machine in 1846. These 
and other inventions changed the economic base of America's 
economy for all time. At the close of the Civil War the country was 
well into the Industrial Revolution, which created severe demands 
for labor and readjustments of labor practices. 
The rapid development of power machinery and the increased 
demands for goods led to an enormous demand on labor that far 
exceeded that which could be provided by the apprentice system. 
The demand in the past had been met by employing children, and 
particularly by the compulsory apprenticeship of children of the 
poor. These apprenticeships however, still closely resembled the 
indentured servitude of the colonial period; the major difference 
being that the colonial children of the poor were placed with a 
craftsman and taught a trade while children of the mid-1800s were 
placed with a shop foreman who was primarily interested in 
production. These children were required to work long hours under 
unsafe conditions with very little consideration given to their 
academic training. Many young children who were apprenticed were 
placed in factories by their parents to work long hours for low pay. 
Factory operators soon found it more feasible to pay small 
wages than to assume any of the responsibilities of apprenticeship, 
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mainly in view of the increased utilization of power machinery and 
the related demand for nonskilled labor. The conditions of 
employment of children grew increasingly worse despite attempts of 
states to alleviate these conditions through legislation. Through the 
press and other publications, the cruelty and wastefulness of child 
labor gradually began to be recognized, and more legislation among 
the states was forthcoming to correct the evils of child labor. The 
decline of the apprentice system and the heightened attention on the 
vocational needs of the young provided the impetus for the creation 
of a new kind of school for the education of workers (Boyd, 1921). 
Vocational education programs began in the late 1800s. Since 
their inception, the vocational programs have been segregated. The 
premise was to provide courses to prepare young people for work in 
areas where previously they had learned as apprentices. Female 
students could only select home preparatory courses, therefore many 
remained in general education programs. 
Boston Public School records indicated that girls attending the 
public schools in that city in 1798 spent a portion of their time in 
needlework, a subject taught by the regular school teacher. Sewing 
was introduced into the primary grades of the Boston Schools in 
1820 and in the grammar grades in 1835. A female seminary 
established by Emma Willard at Troy, New York taught a course in 
"housewifing" in the 1820s. Elmira College in 1855 required its 
young women to take work in domestic science and general 
household affairs. Lasell Seminary in Massachusetts offered courses 
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in cooking, housekeeping, sewing, dressmaking and millinery in the 
year 1877. 
In the last quarter of the century the land grant colleges came 
to the forefront in the area of homemaking. Iowa State College 
started formal instruction in home economics in 1872. The first 
formal instruction at this college consisted of lectures to girls in the 
junior class relative to housekeeping. A kitchen was provided in 
1877, and lessons in cooking were given. By 1882, the college offered 
instruction in cooking, home furnishing, care of children, care of the 
sick, management of help, dress physiology and domestic chemistry. 
By 1900, thirty colleges had established departments of domestic 
science and art (Boyd, 1921). 
Cooking schools were established in New York in 1874 and in 
Boston in 1879. The New York school was established in the free 
Training School for Women. The plain cooks class which started in 
1878, had for its objective "instruction in the principles of plain 
family cooking for young housekeepers in moderate circumstances, 
young women employed as domestics and the wives and daughters 
of working men" (Boyd, 1921, p. 135). The Boston School, which was 
founded by the Committee on Industrial Education of the Women s 
Education Association, gave practical instruction in cooking to 
women. This school became part of Simmons College in 1902. 
The State of Massachusetts in 1872 authorized schools to offer 
courses in sewing and other industrial education subjects. The 
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Kitchen Garden Movement which began in 1877 utilized miniature 
toys as devices for teaching household arts to young children. Each 
student had a set of toy models of household furnishings and 
equipment. These models, together with songs and games, were used 
to teach housekeeping. The Kitchen Garden Association developed 
into the Industrial Education Association in 1884 in response to the 
fact that domestic science was part of manual training. This 
association was instrumental in developing methods of instruction 
for home economics. The Association was also influential in 1888 in 
the organization of the New York College for Training Teachers, which 
later became Teachers College of Columbia University. 
The Philadelphia High School for Girls offered courses in sewing 
in 1880, and in 1885, sewing instruction was extended to the 
elementary and primary grades. The Board of Education in 
Washington, D. C. in 1886 included cooking and sewing as part of the 
manual training courses that were offered. Content based on 
scientific knowledge as well as handicraft was emphasized. San 
Francisco provided domestic courses for girls in 1885. Domestic 
science was taught in nine elementary schools in New York beginning 
in 1888, and a director of domestic science was appointed in 1896. 
At the close of the century, domestic science classes were established 
in public schools throughout the nation to provide a type of manual 
training "suitable" for girls (Moore, 1936). 
A series of ten annual conferences held at Lake Placid, 
Chantauqua and Boston during the years 1899 to 1908 exerted a 
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tremendous influence on the homemaking movement. These 
conferences had originated as a result of a need to determine the 
content of a New York Regents examination in household science. 
The idea expanded over a ten year period to include many topics 
concerned with the economic and social aspects of the home. Such 
topics as training of teachers in domestic science, courses of study, 
extension teaching, rural school work, home economics in women's 
clubs and manual training and education for citizenship were 
discussed. 
The fourth conference in 1902 brought forward the suggestion 
that "home economics in its most comprehensive sense is the study 
of laws, conditions, principles and ideals which are concerned on the 
one hand with man's immediate physical environment and on the 
other with his nature as a social being, and is the study especially of 
the relation between these two factors" (Craig, 1945, p. 15). 
Considerable thought and discussion were given to the terminology 
in home economics. There was a feeling that the common term 
domestic science was not adequate to describe the various 
homemaking programs. Therefore, the sixth conference, held in 
1904, suggested that to describe the homemaking activities, the term 
handwork be used in the elementary schools, home economics in 
normal and professional schools, and euthenics in colleges and 
universities. 
Two conferences were held by special invitation outside of 
Lake Placid. One of these, held in Boston in 1903, was a joint session 
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with the manual training section of the National Education 
Association. This meeting served to bring to the attention of manual 
training educators the necessity for the inclusion of home economics 
in the manual training movement. The 1908 conference was held at 
Chantanqua, New York at which time plans for organizing the 
American Home Economics Association were made. 
Before the passage of the Smith-Hughes Vocational Education 
Act in 1917 there was very little uniformity in terminology, scope, 
time allotment and grade placement of home economics. Such terms 
as household science, domestic science, domestic arts and home 
economics were used. Many departments were housed in basements 
with little equipment other than the minimum needed for cooking 
and sewing. Frequently the home economics teacher did not meet 
the desired qualifications for teaching home economics. Then, too, 
the teacher was required to teach a number of other school subjects 
with inadequate time for home economics. Lower academic students 
were placed in home economics courses and other school students 
considered that home economics courses were designed for the slow 
students (McCarthy, 1952). 
An attempt was made in 1911 to develop satisfactory courses 
of instruction and related subjects for home economics classes. A 
committee of the American Home Economics Association published a 
Syllabus of Home Economics in 1913 which attempted to classify in 
logical order the various topics which can properly be included under 
the term "home economics". The committee defined home economics 
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as the study of the economic, sanitary and aesthetic aspect of food, 
clothing and shelter, as connected with their selection, preparation 
and use by the family in the home or by other groups of people" 
(Bevier, 1924, p. 6). The committee suggested that courses in home 
economics may be cultural, technical or vocational; and they may be 
offered in the primary and secondary schools or in college. The main 
division of subject matter proposed were (1) food, (2) clothing, 
(3) shelter, and (4) household and institution management. This 
committee's report served as a guide for homemaking programs for a 
number of years. 
Up to the passage of the Smith-Hughes Vocational Education set 
in 1917 every state had some type of home economics in one or 
more schools. In most of these schools it was offered as a part of the 
general education and was scheduled for about two periods per 
week. An integrated program for homemaking was not provided, 
and related art and domestic science generally consisted of only 
cooking and sewing. Prior to the passage of the Smith-Hughes Act, 
comparatively few schools offered comprehensive courses in 
vocational homemaking designed for the preparation of homemakers. 
However, within a short time after the passage of the Act, vocational 
homemaking courses were established in all states and the domestic 
science of the first decade of the twentieth century was well on the 
way to becoming the program of home economics, which grew in 
scope over the next fifty years. 
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Although the scope of home economics may have expanded, it 
did not broaden enough to include nontraditional areas. It was only 
with the passage of the Title IV, Vocational Education of Educational 
Amendments of 1972 that girls were encouraged to enroll in non¬ 
traditional electives such as auto shop, metal shop or woodworking. 
This law made any attempt to discourage girls from pursuing non¬ 
traditional vocational education illegal. 
This law bans sex discrimination in federally assisted 
vocational programs. Its scope however, is limited and its 
orientation punitive. With Title II, Vocational Education, of the 
Educational Amendment of 1976, came the most sweeping access 
legislation to date. This mandates the elimination of sex bias, sex 
discrimination and sex stereotyping from vocational education 
programs. It also requires proactive efforts to make such programs 
sex fair. Although this law makes vocational education available to 
both sexes, it is still in its infancy and young girls are not yet 
strongly represented in these classes. It will take time before this 
becomes truly equitable, but it is a fine start. 
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IL Histprical Development of Women in the Labor Force 
BREAD AND ROSES 
Music by Carolyn Kohlsaat 
Words by James Oppenheim 
As we go marching 
in the beauty of the day, 
A million darkened kitchens, 
a thousand mill lofts gray, 
Are touched with all the radiance 
that a sudden sun discloses, 
For the people hear us singing: 
"Bread and roses! Bread and roses! 
As we go marching, marching, 
we battle too for men. 
For they are women's children, 
and we mother them again. 
Our lives shall not be sweated 
from birth until life closes; 
Hearts starve as well as bodies; 
give us bread, but give us roses! 
As we go marching, marching, 
unnumbered women dead 
Go crying through our singing the 
an ancient call for bread. 
Small art and love and beauty their 
drudging spirits knew. 
Yes, it is bread we fight for - but we 
fight for roses too! 
As we go marching, marching, 
we bring the greater days. 
The rising of the women means 
the rising of the race. 
No more the drudge and idler - 
ten that toil where one reposes. 
But a sharing of life's glories 
Bread and roses! Bread and roses! 
Our lives shall not be sweated from 
birth until life closes; 
Hearts starve as well as bodies; 
Bread and roses! Bread and roses! 
(Meltzer, 1967, p. 189) 
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Colonial America in the late eighteenth century was a 
preindustrial society in which the home and family were 
social/economic units. The family functioned to provide for the 
social and financial needs of its members. The jobs were highly sex 
segregated. One example is the family farm where women provided 
the nurturance, socialization, and family support services. Mens 
tasks, however, generally included cultivating the fields and tending 
to the crops and animals. 
By the late nineteenth century with the shift toward 
industrialization, women began to be sought for their participation in 
the labor market. Manufacturers found a large supply of cheap labor 
in the hiring women, particularly women who had worked in farm 
communities. These women were often accustomed to twelve to 
fourteen hour days spent cooking, cleaning, sewing - all difficult and 
all unpaid (Rothman, 1978). 
Promising high wages and leisure hours, agents were sent by 
employers to rural districts to recruit the farm women, thousands 
responded. The women were faced with disappointment however, to 
discover their wages were low - $1.56 per week - and their hours 
were long, fourteen to sixteen hours per day, in addition to poor 
working conditions. An 1867 newspaper reported "badly as our 
workmen and mechanics may be treated, it is no secret that the 
condition of female workers who are obliged to work for a living is 
far worse" (Meltzer, 1967, p. 17). 
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By the late nineteenth century, the majority of women who 
worked were employed as domestic workers. Seventy-five percent 
of the paid women workers were employed in this area. The 
majority of the twenty percent of women who worked in industry, 
were employed by the garment industry. The next largest group 
were employed in the areas of textiles, food processing, shoe making 
and cigar rolling. With the possible exception of cigar rolling, the 
other jobs were traditionally women's work which was performed in 
the home. 
The profile of the typical paid woman worker in the 1890s 
reflected a single person, under 25 years of age who worked 
episodically. She usually did not have a lifetime commitment to 
developing a career; most women worked with the intention of 
quitting once they were married. During 1857-1900, less than five 
percent of married women worked outside the home. Women 
workers were disproportionately non-white, immigrant or first 
generation immigrant. The typical woman of this period was 
married with five or six children. She also usually died within four 
years of her eldest child’s eighteenth birthday. 
By the early 1900s, the influence of technology brought women 
into areas of employment typically unrelated to home duties. The 
invention of the typewriter increased the need for clerical positions. 
In the 1890s eighty-five percent of the clerical workers were men. 
By 1920, women were represented in fifty percent of these jobs. 
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Bell Telephone in New York City replaced their male telephone 
operators with women. This was not so much a bold step toward 
equal employment as it was a necessity - men found the work 
tedious and quit, leaving the positions open to women. By 1902 Bell 
Telephone employed 37,000 females and 2,500 males. The division 
of labor consisted of all females as switchboard operators and all 
males in management or technical jobs (U.S. Department of Labor, 
1982). 
World War II marked a period of significant change effecting 
women in the labor market. Between 1941 and 1945 the number of 
women in the workforce rose to six million, an increase of over 50% 
during a four year period. This was the first time in the history of 
women in the labor market that they were employed in the areas of 
steel, auto, electrical, rubber and airplane manufacturing. Again, this 
was an act of necessity as most of the young male population were 
involved in the war. In this way, women too became a part of the 
war effort. With women entering nontraditional industries the 
membership in the unions increased. Women were viewed less as 
episodic workers, and more as contributing members. Female union 
membership rose from 500,000 in 1941 to three million in 1945. 
Female office workers increased to two million. 
The government strongly supported women workers during 
the war years by providing government funded day care centers, 
supplying birth control for women working in the defense industries 
and by stressing the important contributions women were making 
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for their country. These factors significantly encouraged women to 
work. The demographics of women had changed by 1945. The 
typical worker was 35 years old, married and many had children. 
After the war, and with the return of male workers, women 
were laid off. They did not leave the work force though. Women 
moved into the lower paying, lower status, traditional female jobs 
such as waitress and clerical positions. This was typically referred to 
as the pink collar ghetto. Women became the invisible workers 
during the 1950s and 1960s, even though it has been determined 
through census statistics that less than 300,000 women left the work 
force after the war. The government media hype, which previously 
encouraged women to work, now focused on encouraging women to 
leave the work force. The government propaganda suggested that 
women were not properly providing for their families, which left 
women feeling guilty and not surprisingly, confused. The Dick, Jane 
and Sally text books so ubiquitous in the 1950s depicted women at 
home caring for their children while men worked. Television shows 
also promoted the idea that a woman’s place was in the home. 
Vocational education complied with these role models by 
preparing women for women's jobs, treating women again as episodic 
workers. Vocational education prepared women for non-unionized 
jobs, which limited their qualifications, thereby limiting their 
opportunities. 
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The social and legislative changes in the 1960s brought about 
changes in the perceptions of women in the labor market. During the 
1970s there was a shift in the demographic profile of women in the 
work force. Forty-three percent of the labor force were women who 
worked full time, fifty-one percent of those women were married 
and had at least two children, forty-nine percent were not married 
and many were heads of households. 
During the 1970s and into the 1980s some women made 
inroads into a sex segregated job market. This can be partially 
attributed to the womens' movement and affirmative action, and in 
part to womens' persistence and enlightenment. Much publicity and 
attention was given to these women as "trailblazers". A myth has 
developed and proliferated that women have "come a long way, 
baby." This myth is especially subscribed to by young women whose 
real-world experiences have not yet provided adequate messages to 
the contrary (U.S. Department of Labor, 1982). 
The contrast between the myth and the reality is stark. 
According to the U. S. Department of Labor women of the eighties 
will work approximately twenty-five years of their life and most will 
earn only sixty cents for every dollar that a man earns. Women 
continue to be employed in primarily low paying, dead end, 
traditional jobs such as assembly work, food service, 
secretarial/clerical, teaching, nursing, and retail sales. Whether 
women are married, single, or heads of households, they work 
because of economic needs. The percentage of women who are 
employed in the trades, management or other nontraditional roles is 
miniscule. This information is critical to the young female student 
entering the secondary education level to choose wisely courses that 
will help her attain skills and prepare her to compete in a difficult 
and unwelcoming labor force. 
C. Present Status of Women in the Labor Fnrrp 
Facts on Women Workers 
U.S. Department of Labor 
Office of the Secretary 
Women's Bureau 
1988 
1. Nearly 54 million women 16 years of age and over were 
working or looking for work in 1987. Ten years earlier, about 
41 million women were in the civilian labor force. Women 
accounted for more than three-fifths (62 percent) of the 
increase in the civilian labor force since 1977-13.0 million 
women compared with 7.8 million men. 
2. In 1987, 67 percent of all women 18 to 64 years of age, or 50.8 
million women, were in the civilian labor force compared with 
88 percent of all men in this age group. Fifty-six percent of all 
women 16 years of age and over were labor force participants. 
Participation was highest among women 35 to 44 years of age; 
75 percent of women in this age group were in the labor force. 
3. The average woman worker 16 years of age in 1979-80 could 
expect to spend 29.3 years of her life in the labor force, 
compared with 39.1 years for a 16-year-old man. White and 
black women could expect to spend 29.6 and 27.8 years, 
respectively, of their lives in the labor force. 
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4. Women accounted for 44.8 percent of all persons in the civilian 
labor force in 1987. Among these, half of all black workers 
were women; 44.1 percent of all white workers were women; 
and 39.5 percent of all Hispanic workers were women. 
5. The influx of women into the labor force during the 1970s and 
early 1980s has resulted in nearly equal labor force 
participation rates among black women, white women, and 
women of Hispanic origin. In 1987, 58.0 percent of black 
women (6.5 million), 55.7 percent of white women (45.5 
million), and 52.0 percent of Hispanic women (3.4 million) were 
in the labor force. The first time at least 50 percent of Hispanic 
women of working age were in the labor force was in 1986. 
6. About 14 million or 28 percent of all women workers in non 
agricultural industries held part-time jobs (less than 35 hours a 
week) in 1987. Seventy-nine percent of the part-time workers 
were employed on a voluntary basis. Almost two-thirds (65.2 
percent) of all part-time workers were women. 
7. Women continue to constitute large proportions of workers in 
traditionally female occupations. In 1987 women represented 
80 percent of all administrative support (including clerical) 
workers, but only about 9 percent of all precision production, 
craft, and repair workers. Women were 69 percent of all retail 
and personal services sales workers, but only 38 percent of all 
executives, managers, and administrators. There were 15,566 
women working as apprentices in 1987. This was 6.4 percent 
of all apprentices. 
8. The unemployment rate of all women in the labor force was 6.2 
percent in 1987; for women 20 years of age and over, it was 
5.4 percent. Despite reduced population and therefore less 
competition, teenagers, especially Blacks and Hispamcs, 
experienced very high unemployment rates. 
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TABLE 2.1 
1 987 Unemployment Rat<^ 
Teenagers_Rate 
(16-19 years) (20 years of age and over) 
Adults Rais 
Black men 34.4 
Black women 34.9 
Hispanic men 24.5 
Hispanic women 25.1 
White men 15.5 













Source: U. S. Department of Labor: Bureau of Labor 
Statistics, Employment and Earnings. January 1988 
9. Most women work because of economic need. The majority of 
women in the labor force (60 percent) in March 1987 were 
either single (25 percent), divorced (12 percent), widowed (4 
percent), separated (4 percent), or had husbands whose 1986 
earnings were less than $15,000 (15 percent). 
10. Wives in the labor force contribute substantially to family 
income. In March 1987, 56 percent of married couple families 
had wives in the paid labor force as compared with 40 percent 
in March 1972. In 1986 the median income of married couple 
families with the wife in the paid labor force was $38,346 
compared with $25,803 for those without the wife in the paid 
labor force. 
11. Women represented 63 percent of all persons 16 years old and 
over with poverty level incomes in 1986. The poverty rate of 
all persons in families maintained by women with no husband 
present was 34.2 percent; for related children in those families 
it was 54.4 percent. There were 3.6 million families 
maintained by women (no husband present) that had incomes 
below the poverty level in 1986. 
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12. The more education a woman has, the greater the likelihood 
she will seek employment. Among women 25 to 54 years of 
age with 4 or more years of college in March 1987, 82 percent 
were in the labor force. Among women of the same age group 
with less than 4 years of high school, 70 percent were in the 
labor force in March 1987. 
13. The median income of women who worked year round, full 
time in 1986 was $16,843 and $25,894 for men. 
Geographically, women who resided in the western and 
northeastern sections of the United States had slightly higher 
median incomes than those living in the southern and 
midwestern portions of the country in 1986. 
TABLE 2.2 
1986 Median Earnings 
Year Round. Full Time Workers 




All men $25,894 
White men 26,617 
Black men 18,766 




Source: U. S. Department of Commerce: Bureau of the Census, Money 
Income and Poverty Status of Families and Persons in the 
United States: 1986 (Advance data from the March 1987 
Current Population Survey). 
14. The median income of female high school graduates (with no 
college) working year round, full time in 1986 was somewhat 
higher than that of fully employed men who had completed 
less than 8 years of elementary school--$15,947 and $14,485, 
respectively. In 1986 women with 4 years of college education 
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had a median income below that of men who had only a high 
school diploma—$22,412 and $24,701, respectively. 
15. Women are still heavily concentrated in low paying jobs. Thus, 
the average woman earns 65 cents for every dollar earned by 
the average man when both work year round, full time. 
According to 1987 median weekly earnings data, the five most 
lucrative occupations for women are: lawyers, physicians, 
engineers, personnel and labor relations managers, and 
computer systems analysts and scientist. 
16. More women are choosing to be entrepreneurs—starting their 
own businesses. The number of women-owned businesses in 
the United States rose from 1.9 million in 1977 to 3.3 million in 
1983. Women’s share of all nonfarm sole proprietorships rose 
from nearly 23 percent in 1977 to 28 percent in 1983. 
17. The 33 million women with children under age 18 had a labor 
force participation rate of 64.7 percent in March 1987. About 
57 percent of mothers with preschool children (8.9 million 
mothers) were labor force participants in March 1987. 
18. About 33 million children (55.8 percent) under age 18 had 
working mothers in March 1987. Ten million children under 
age 6 (48.7 percent) had working mothers in March 1987. 
19. In 1986 women maintained 51 percent of all poor families. 
They maintained: 75 percent of poor black families, including 
3.2 million related children; about 49 percent of Hispanic 
families, including 1.2 million related children; and 42 percent 
of poor white families, including 3.5 million related children. 
20. Women are maintaining an increasing proportion of all families 
(16.6 percent in 1987). In white families, women maintained 
13 percent; in black families, 43 percent; and in Hispanic 
families, 23 percent. Slightly more than two fifths (42 percent) 
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of the 3.8 million increase in family households betwen 1980 
and 1986 was attributable to families maintained by women. 
In contrast, between 1940 and 1960, families maintained by 
women accounted for only 8 percent of the increase in the 
number of families. The majority of these lone parent women 
are in the labor force. 
TABLE 2.3 








of Family Head 
Total 1 10,896,000 16.6 62.3 
White 7,583,000 13.5 63.8 
Black 3,042,000 42.3 58.5 
Hispanic Origin 1,069,000 23.9 50.9 
1 Components will not sum to total because data for the "other 
races" group are not presented separately and Hispanics are 
included in both the white and black population groups. 
Source: U.S. Department of Labor: Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
Employment and Earnings. January 1988. 
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The United States Department of Labor reports that 45 percent 
of the total work force is comprised of 53 million women age sixteen 
and over. Over the next thirteen years, the majority of newcomers 
into the labor market will be women. Statistics indicate that more 
women are in the work force now than ever before and this pattern 
shows no sign of slowing down. The numbers may seem promising, 
but women of the eighties continue to be locked into the lower end of 
the job market. 
Rytina and Bianchi (1984) found that 84 percent of all women 
worked in occupations that are at least 80 percent female. These 
jobs include clerical, service (sales, waitressing), and operators in 
apparel manufacturing. Based on their research of 312 occupations, 
the ten largest employment areas for women are: (1) secretaries, (2) 
teachers, elementary school, (3) bookkeepers, (4) cashiers, (5) office 
clerks, (6) managers, (7) waitresses, (8) salesworkers, (9) registered 
nurses and, (10) nursing aides. 
Waite (1981) found that over the past three decades there has 
been only a slight increase of employment opportunities in 
occupations that are at least 80 percent male or female. The areas 
that offer the most employment opportunities for women are 
reaching a saturation point. It is imperative for young women to 
explore education and training in nontraditional areas. Tolbert 
(1982) suggested that the greatest potential for change in sex 
segregated employment lies with the new entrants in the labor 
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market. Those young enough to train for or shift to sex-atypical 
occupations will have the greatest degree of job opportunity. 
A. Beller (1984) found that workers that had been in the labor 
force for less than ten years typically were in occupations that were 
less sex segregated than were those of the remainder of the labor 
force. She attributed this change in part to the equal opportunity 
legislation increasing the ability of women to obtain sex atypical 
occupations. 
The amount of occupational segregation by sex continues to be 
a substantial problem. Bielby and Baron (1984) found that 231 of 
391 California firms were totally sex segregated, men and women did 
not share any of the job categories. In the Final Report (1987) of 
Chapter 74 Vocational Education Programs in Massachusetts the 
findings conclude that females completing vocational education 
programs have a high degree of placement in the vocational 
employment position for which they had prepared. However, the 
vocational areas that the female students chose were female 
dominated careers such as business/office, health, design related, 
technical, cosmetology and other, food/restaurant and 
marketing/distributive education. In that females are choosing 
traditional areas, they are excluding themselves from the 
opportunity to be prepared for careers in nontraditional areas. 
The Chapter 74 Vocational Education Programs in 
Massachusetts (1987) Final Report identified a gender variation in 
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wages which related to the difference in programs of study chosen 
by males and females. Males predominantly chose traditional "blue 
collar" vocational areas such as building trades, automotive and 
machine shops. The jobs available to males after such training 
generated average hourly wages above $8.60. In contrast, females 
selecting traditional occupational areas reported hourly wages of 
$5.90 to $7.00 per hour. 
The problem of wage discrepancy between the sexes is 
recognized as a major issue that has many contributing factors. As 
Oaxaca (1976) concluded, the wage gap between the sexes can be 
attributed to and include direct wage inequality, less female 
overtime, less female worklife experience, occupational segregation 
and finally employment options for women being at the lower end of 
the salary spectrum. In 1940 women were earning 59 cents for 
every dollar earned by the average man (Robb, 1981). According to 
the U.S. Department of Labor (1988) statistics, in 1988, almost 50 
years later, women earn 70 cents to every dollar earned by the 
average man. Forty eight years and an eleven cent increase; at this 
rate, less than half a cent per year, it will be at least 60 years before 
wage earnings are equivalent. According to Earle and Roach (1987), 
girls limit their potential by the courses they select. When they do 
opt for vocational education, they choose traditional female jobs that 
earn lower pay and have less prestige. 
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Federal, state and local laws that prohibit employers from 
discriminating against women workers have existed since the 1960s. 
Laws continue to evolve to address issues facing women in the 
workforce. Laws, however, are only as good as the enforcement of 
them. 
Major federal laws affecting women in the workforce include 
the following: 
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 as amended by the 
Equal Employment Act of 1972 and the Pregnancy Discrimination Act 
of 1978. Title VII is by far the most comprehensive and widely used 
federal law. It is the law under which most of the concepts of 
defining employment discrimination have been litigated (Barnett, 
1983). Title VII created the Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission (EEOC) which has responsibility for administration and 
enforcement of the Act. The EEOC is the primary federal agency 
responsible for fair-employment practices. Title VII prohibits 
discrimination in employment on the basis of race, color, religion, sex 
or national origin. With some very limited exceptions the law applies 
to all employers with 15 or more employees. The law can be used by 
current, discharged or former applicants for employment, union 
members or applicants for union membership and apprentices or on 
the job trainees or applicants. 
It covers all terms and conditions of employment including 
issues such as: 
o job recruitment, advertising, selection 
o hiring, transfer, promotion, layoff, firings, recall 
o training 
o wages and salaries 
o sick leave, vacation time, overtime pay 
o insurance benefits 
o pregnancy, childbirth or related medical conditions 
o retirement plans 
The law holds the employer responsible for any discrimination that 
occurs within the employer's organization. 
Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 
Title IX prohibits sex discrimination against students and 
employees of education programs receiving federal funds. Title IX 
covers all aspects of education including access and admissions to 
vocational, graduate, professional and public undergraduate schools; 
access to program, counseling and guidance services, athletics, 
financial assistance, student housing, employment, extra curricular 
activities. 
The Equal Pav Act of 1963 (EPA1 as amended by the Education 
Amendments of 1972 
The Equal Pay Act prohibits sex discrimination in salaries and 
in most fringe benefits. The Act covers most private employees and 
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federal, state, and local government employees. Labor unions are 
also covered by the Act. 
The Act provides that a man and woman working in a job that 
requires equal skill, equal effort and equal responsibility must be 
paid equally, even when their job title or assignments may not be 
identical. The work must be performed under similar working 
conditions, and in the same establishment or workplace. 
The Equal Pay Act has limited value as it is based on the 
premise that the wage gap is caused by a woman's weak bargaining 
power in the job market, versus men in the same job. However, 
women are not often in the same job as most men, and it is the job 
segregation that is the basic issue, not wage gaps (Burnett, 1983). 
Executive Order 11246 as amended by 11375 
Executive Order 11246 prohibits employment discrimination on 
the basis of race, color, religion, national origin or sex in institutions 
or agencies with federal contracts of $10,000 or more, annually. 
Non-discriminatory practices must be observed in hiring, discharge, 
promotion, wage, benefits, training and other conditions of 
employment. 
Written affirmative action plans, including goals and 
timetables, must be developed for agencies with 50 or more 
employees who receive federal contracts of $50,000 or more. 
Sanctions for noncompliance include: debarment from eligibility for 
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federal contracts, enforcement of compliance with regulation and/or 
relief for the class affected by discriminatory practices. 
Executive Order 11478 
This Executive Order operates similarly to the above Executive 
Order 11478 yet it applies only to federal agencies. 
Civil Rights Restoration Act 
This Act extends the enforcement of Civil Rights Laws which 
were restricted by a 1984 Supreme Court decision. The laws prohibit 
discrimination on the basis of age, race, color, national origin and 
handicap in all programs receiving federal funding. It also prohibits 
sexual discrimination in federally funded education programs. The 
act covers state and local agencies, school systems, corporations and 
other private groups. 
Summary 
During the 1960s and 1970s numerous federal laws and 
regulations were enacted prohibiting various forms of discrimination 
in employment, training and education. These laws allow females, 
among others, equal access to opportunities for education and 
employment, however, the laws do not break down all barriers. 
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^—£2CtQr$—Influencing_Female Vocational Education Choices 
"Something Old, Something New, 
Something Borrowed, Something Due: 
Women and Appropriate Technology" 
(U.S. Dept, of Labor, 1982, p. 64) 
Sex equity implementation in the Massachusetts schools 
(Enman, 1981) examined the process by which students enrolled in 
and completed vocational programs which were nontraditional for 
their sex and subsequently, their pursuit of employment in 
nontraditional work settings. Based on intensive in-person 
interviews of senior students in vocational programs and post 
secondary nontraditional enrollees, significant factors were 
associated with student choices. 
One of the most common factors identified for motivating the 
student was interest, or specific ability in a skill area. A second 
major motivating factor was the potential for earnings and job 
opportunities. Lastly, factors associated with the desire to do 
something different, different from what they had been exposed to, 
or different from what they might have been expected to do because 
of their sex. These reasons were often cited as contributing to their 
decision making process. Outside influences that students identified 
as supporting or promoting their interest in a vocational area 
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included their fathers, exploratory programs in schools and guidance 
counselors. 
Parents were cited as the crucial influences on their children 
regarding the interaction and conveying attitudes toward role 
expectation and career development (Vondracek, 1986). Teachers 
and counselors were identified as people who are in key positions to 
encourage divergent choices for students and prompt atypical career 
choices (Bern and Bern, 1973; Tittle, 1986). In Hansen's research 
(1985) the work/career of the family was not linked to the career 
development of their children, and this was representative in a cross 
cultural study. 
In a survey of vocational education graduates, females were 
represented most strongly in the area of business and office 
professions. The gender variation in wages was attributed to the 
program of study selected by the male and female student. "The 
traditional ’blue collar' programs which were heavily dominated by 
men, (i.e. automobile/engine, machine and metal, building trade, 
etc.), all generated hourly wages above $8.60 per hour on average. 
In contrast, those occupational fields which attracted large 
concentrations of females reported hourly wages ranging from $5.90 
to $7.00 per hour " (Schneider, 1987, p. 4). 
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Ex—Theoretical Positions 
"We must recognize that theory and knowledge 
are inseparable from practice and experience" 
(Warmbrod, 1974, p. 5) 
The fact that women were not represented in all areas and 
levels of the labor force has been previously documented and 
discussed in this study. Research supports that there were few 
documented differences in the abilities of men and women and those 
differences were amendable through training. Furthermore, those 
differences were not significant enough to entitle generalizations that 
characterize all women, such as 'all women are incompetent in 
mathematics'. Many women were competent in math, however they 
were underrepresented relative to the number of men that were 
competent in this area (Maccoby and Jacklin, 1974). 
The factors that account for the discrepancy between womens 
ability levels and their achievements in the vocational areas were 
developed in a number of theoretical approaches. In Super's (1963) 
theory of career development, he outlined stages of vocational self 
concept as developed through a process of identification with parents 
and others of the same sex, role playing and reality testing. 
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4. stabilization, and 
5. consolidation. 
In this theory the vocational self concept and the importance of 
identification with the same sex parent and others of the same sex, 
were central to developing the self concept for all vocational 
development. The problem was pronounced with the limited female 
role models who work in areas other than the traditional careers. 
Perry (1970) conceptualized a theory of cognitive development 
that had nine stages. Each stage represented a different and more 
difficult way of understanding knowledge. Students were found to 
respond to teaching techniques differently according to their current 
cognitive developmental stage (Widick, 1974). From Perry's theory, 
Knefelkamp, Widick, and Stroad (1978) applied it to the various 
areas of cognitive content and related it to a woman's thinking about 
herself and her role in society. The three categories were: 
1. dualism, 
2. relativism, and 
3. commitment in relativism. 
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In the dualistic conception Knefelkamp implied that if a woman 
believes that there is a right and a wrong role for her and that role is 
established outside of herself, then that role will be defined by the 
culture in which she is immersed. This theory offered support to the 
concept of women not developing their skill levels to their fullest 
potential. Knefelkamp promoted a theory that women's self concepts 
or role concepts need to allow for the existence of multiple roles 
without dualistic thinking. 
The external barriers that prevent women from utilizing equal 
opportunities are represented in the attitudes of society. These 
attitudes are portrayed in written and visual forms. The literature 
elaborates on sex-role stereotyping through text book images, lack of 
nontraditional teacher role models in the vocational areas, and sex 
stereotyping in the athletic programs; these indicate some of the 
ways schools perpetuate these sex-role stereotypes. 
The study identified and examined factors influencing females 
in their choice of vocational education. In addition, external barriers 




DESIGN AND PROCEDURES 
A. Design 
This study had two primary components. The first part of the 
study examined the following characteristics of all female students 
who were enrolled in the Chapter 74 approved urban vocational 
education program during the period September, 1988 to June, 1989. 
The identified student characteristics examined included: 
1. Race/ethnicity, 
2. Number of parents in the home, 
3. Total reading scores, 
4. Total math scores, 
5. Socioeconomic status of family, and 
6. Special education classification. 
The objective of this section identified the qualities from the 
aforementioned list, that generally characterize the female vocational 
education student. By identifying traits common to the student, 
indicators contributing to the factors influencing the student 
selection process may be ascertained. 
The second component identified factors which influenced 
female students in their decision to enroll in a vocational education 
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program and barriers affecting successful completion. Included in 
this part of the study were reasons cited by the female students for 
choosing vocational education; reasons for leaving the program and 
the influence of family and school personnel on that choice. 
This study was designed as a descriptive research analysis to 
develop data for the following hypotheses: 
1. There is a relationship between the six stated 
student characteristic variables and enrollment in the 
vocational education program. 
2. There is a high degree of familial influence on the 
decision making process of the female vocational 
student. 
B.Method 
The thirty-five students in this study represent all females 
enrolled during the school year 1988-1989 in the Chapter 74 
approved Rindge Technical Vocational Progam at Cambridge Rindge 
and Latin High School, Cambridge, Massachusetts. This population 
was multi-cultural and included students from all areas of the city. 
£*—Instruments 
The instrument used in this study for the total reading and 
math scores was the California Achievement Test which was given to 
all students in grade six. The recommended uses of this test were 
for the analysis of group differences within school subjects; and, for 
the identification of individual student abilities in specific areas, for 
the purpose of grouping students for instruction, determining 
progress and evaluating achievement. The scores were expressed as 
grade equivalent, national percentiles, or achievement-development 
scale scores. For the purpose of this study, the grade equivalent 
scores in the sub test area of total math (comprised of computation 
and reasoning), and total reading (comprised of word meaning and 
paragraph meaning), were used as an indication of student academic 
achievement. The average estimates of reliability range from .88 to 
.90. For the purpose of this research results gained from test scores 
at the sixth grade level were used. Test scores from this grade level 
represented testing prior to any formal industrial arts or vocational 
education. 
The socioeconomic factors were based on Edward's Social 
Economic Groups of Occupations. (Edwards, 1934). This system of SES 
was being used with the Bureau of the Census to classify by 
socioeconomic status. The six strata with examples were as follows: 
(1) professional and technical; (2) business managers, officials, 
proprietors; (3) clerical and sales; (4) craftsmen, policemen, firemen 
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(5) operators; and (6) unskilled, service, domestic. In cases of 
unemployment a "6" was assigned. 
In regard to race and ethnicity the following codes, as defined 
by the State Department of Education, were used: 1. White Non- 
Hispanic; 2. White Hispanic; 3. Non-White Hispanic; 4. Black Non- 
Hispanic; 5. American Indian; 6. Asian; 7. Other. This information, as 
well as number of parents in the home and special education 
classification, was based on information from the student records. 
A survey form was used as the tool to collect data identifying 
factors of influence on student selection process in choosing a 
vocational program. The survey (see Appendix B) included a check 
list format and was administered by the researcher to the thirty-five 
study participants during their vocational classes. The survey was 
designed so that the participant could complete the form within ten 
minutes. The survey tool contained seven groups of items. The goal 
of the questionnaire was: 
o to collect background information - students were 
requested to identify their house (refers to homeroom), 
sex (for this study, results were analyzed for only the 
female responses); and parent occupation (this 
information was used to cross reference data collected 
from the student records), 
o to identify the importance of other people in the 
student’s decision process of selecting vocational 
education. 
o to identify specific reasons for selecting vocational 
education and to rate the importance of each reason, 
o to indicate whether the participant had a job after 
school, 
o to indicate whether the participant was engaged in after 
school activities, such as clubs or sports, and to identify 
the activity, 
o to rate the importance of identified items relative to the 
participant's interest in learning a trade, and 
o to have the participant rate their experience at the 
vocational program. 
In-person interviews were conducted with all study 
participants during the school day. The interviews lasted 
approximately fifteen to twenty minutes and consisted of 
open-ended short answer questions. The interview form which was 
utilized for students enrolled in the vocational program (see 
Appendix C) included questions in the following areas: 
o background information - name, date, house (refers to 
homeroom), grade, guidance counselor and date of birth 
(this information was used to cross reference previous 
collected data), 
o to identify the shop classes that the student had 
completed, 
o to identify the shop in which the student is a major, 
o to identify the number of females in the student s shop 
course, 
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o to identify whether this was a career choice area, 
o to identify why the student selected the vocational 
program, 
o to identify what the student liked about the vocational 
program, 
o to develop recommendations for changes in the program, 
o to identify if the student had a relative(s) who graduated 
from the program, and 
o to identify if the student planned to graduate from the 
vocational program. 
The interview survey form utilized with students who left the 
vocational program during the research period was altered from the 
aforementioned survey form to include a question relative to why 
the student chose to leave the program (see Appendix D). 
D. Data Analysis 
All female students grades 9-12 enrolled in the Rindge 
Technical Vocational Program during the period September 1988 to 
June 1989 were participants in the study. The identified student 
characteristics were researched and the data was studied for 
similarities. The information pertaining to the characteristics was 
collected from the students' records. These characteristics were 
compared and grouped according to each category. 
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The characteristics were reviewed as follows: 
o Each student was assigned a code for Race/ethnicity as 
defined by the Massachusetts State Department of 
Education. The total percentage in each category was 
reported. 
o The number of parents in the home consisted of one 
parent (mother or father), or two parent categories. The 
total percentage represented in each category was 
identified. 
o The total reading score and the total math score were 
based on the grade level at the time of the testing. The 
groupings were comprised of the following: at grade 
level, one year above grade level, two or more years 
above grade level, one year below grade level, two years 
or more below grade level. The total percentage of 
students in each category was recorded, i.e. ten percent of 
the students at grade level, 5 percent of the students 
above grade level. 
o The socioeconomic status of the family was based on the 
Edward’s Social Economic Groups of Occupations 
(Edwards, 1934). The total percentages representing 
each of the six strata areas were reported. 
o The chapter 766 law, special education, provides that 
within the public schools the prototypes of students 
include 502.1 to 502.4i. The prototypes of the special 
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education students in this study were identified and the 
results were reported as a percentage in each of these 
five subdivisions. 
The prototypes 
Prototype 502.1 - 
Prototype 502.2 - 
Prototype 502.3 - 
Prototype 502.4 - 
Prototype 502.4i- 
for students in special education are as follows: 
Monitoring a child's classroom performance. 
Service to teacher not to students; 
A regular classroom program with up to 25% 
of the time spent in specialized services (for 
example, a child spends 2-3 hours per week 
in a resource room or other special education 
activity outside the regular classroom); 
A regular classroom program with up to 60% 
of the time spent in specialized services (for 
example, a child needs small group instruction 
in a location other than the regular 
classroom); 
A small group, special class, public school 
program, where a child spends more than 60% 
of his or her time receiving specialized 
services with young people with similar 
special needs; and 
A small group, special class, in a facility 
outside a regular public school, composed of 
other young people with similar special needs 
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(for example, an alternative high school 
program). 
Presentation of the data for the characteristics of female 
students was quantitative. The results of the interviews with 
students were reported through a qualitative approach. The student 
surveys included qualitative and quantitative data. The data was 
collected, and based on descriptive methodology using qualitative 
and quantitative information, the results were analyzed. After data 
was collected from interviews and student surveys, it was separated 
into the following variables and applied to the following equation: 
VARIABLES 
1. Race/Ethnicity 
2. Number of Parents in the Home 
3. Total Reading Scores 
4. Total Math Scores 
5. Socioeconomic Status of Family 
6. Special Education Classification 
7. People Influencing Student Decisions 
8. Reasons for Selecting Vocational Education 
9. Importance of Learning a Trade 




-Qtal #—Fgmale Students in Study _ Percentage of Responses 
Variable 
The data from the study noted similarities among the identified 
characteristics of the female vocational students. The data was 
analyzed and prioritized relative to the impact of the variables on 
the selection process by female students who chose a vocational 
program of study. 
E, The Sample 
The study population consisted of 35 secondary school female 
students from the Rindge Technical Vocational Program, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts. The participants were enrolled in the urban 
vocational program during the 1988-1989 school year. 
The study sample represented a cross cultural mix of students 
from various backgrounds and socioeconomic groups. Cambridge is a 
city of approximately 96,000 people with a great diversity of 
cultures. The socioeconomic stratification encompasses a wide range; 
occupations of many residents reflect high socioeconomic levels, yet 
47% of the people report incomes at or near poverty level. Of the 
101 communities in the Greater Boston area, Cambridge ranks 98th 
out of 101 in income (1 indicating most wealthy, 101 indicating least 
wealthy). 
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The racial diversity of the school indicated that half of the 
students were White Non-Hispanics, 29% were Black Non-Hispanics, 
more than 10% were Hispanics, and more than 5% were Asian. 
Students representing 'other race’ groups constituted the additional 
percent. All students were residents of Cambridge. The sample was 
reflective of the population mix in the city. 
The total student sample consisted of 14 ninth graders, 5 tenth 
graders, 7 eleventh graders and 9 twelfth graders. In Table 3.1 the 
study participants were identified by grade and age. 
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TABLE 3.1 
The Student Sample 
Student Grade Aee as of 10-1 
1. A 9 
Years-Month 
14.2 
2. B 9 15.10 
3. C 9 14.5 
4. D 9 14.9 
5. E 9 14.1 
6. F 9 14.9 
7. G 9 14.1 
8. H 9 14.5 
9. I 9 15.1 
10. J 9 15.5 
11. K 9 15.7 
12. L 9 15.7 
13. M 9 15.4 
14. N 9 15.1 
15. 0 10 17.6 
16. P 10 15.8 
17. Q 10 15.8 
18. R 1 0 15.7 
19. S 10 16.4 
20. T 1 1 16.9 
21. U 1 1 18.0 
22. V 1 1 18.7 
23. W 1 1 17.6 
24. X 1 1 17.8 
25. Y 1 1 16.5 
26. Z 1 1 16.4 
27. A A 1 2 18.6 
28. BB 12 19.1 
29. CC 12 17.4 
30. DD 12 17.0 
31. EE 1 2 18.10 
32. FF 1 2 17.9 
33. GG 1 2 17.11 
34. HH 1 2 19.9 
35. II 1 2 18.2 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The results will be examined in three sections: 
A. Identification of Student Characteristics 
B. Results of Student Surveys 
C. Results of Student Interviews 
Aj—Identification of Student Characteristics 
The study examined six characteristics, as noted in Chapter III, 
of female vocational education students. The sample population was 
comprised of 35 female students enrolled in various vocational 
courses. The objective of this section was to identify certain traits 
common to the female vocational education student and to determine 
if these traits were factors influencing the students decision to enroll 
in a vocational education program. 
The first characteristic identified was Race/Ethnicity, as 
characterized by the State Department of Education codes. In Table 




toliale—Vocational Education Students 
Divisions Percent Frequency 
White Non-Hispanic. 54 1 9 
White Hispanic. 4 
Non-White Hispanic.... 3 1 
Black Non-Hispanic. 29 10 




Of the 35 participants, 54% were White Non-Hispanic, 11% 
White Hispanic, 3% Non-White Hispanic, 29% Black Non-Hispanic, 
0% American Indian and 3% Asian. None of the students was in the 
category identified as Other. The distribution reflects 54% 
non-minority and 46% minority. 
Although there is not an even distribution among the 
categories in this study, the overall percentage was representative of 
the ratio of minority (50.2%) versus non-minority (49.8%) student 
population in the Cambridge Public Schools. The minority versus 
non-minority data mirrors the entire student population for the high 
school. The area of Race/Ethnicity was not considered an indicator 
for influencing the female students selection process since the ratio 
reflected the composition of the entire student population, vocational 
and non-vocational. 
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The number of parents in the home was the second 
characteristic examined and the findings are reported in Table 4.2. 
Table 4.2 
Number Of Parents In The Home- 
Female Vocational Fdpcation Students 
Parents Percent Frequency 
Mother. 





100% 3 5 
The data indicated that 54% of the students reside with mother 
as single head of household, 40% reside with both parents, and 6% 
reside with father as single head of household. In sum, 60% of the 
students live with one parent, 40% live with both parents. For the 
purpose of this study it was determined that the number of parents 
in the home would not be considered a factor of influence, since the 
results parallel the statistics for the Cambridge Public School student 
population. 
The third student characteristic pertained to the socioeconomic 
status of the family, as described using Edwards' Social Economic 
Group of Occupation (Edwards, 1934). Data pertinent to this area is 




^ m a 1 e—Vocational_Education Students 
Pgrggnt Frequency 
(1) Professional and Technical. 3 i 
(2) Business Managers, Official, Proprietors.... 9 3 
(3) Clerical and Sales. 4 0 14 
(4) Craftsmen, Policemen, Firemen. 10 4 
(5) Operators. 9 3 
(6) Unskilled, Service, Domestic, Unemployed. 29. LQ 
100% 35 
Differences in the various groups are so noted. Fifty-two 
percent of the families were assigned to groups 1, 2, or 3 
representing (1) professional and technical, (2) business managers, 
officials, proprietors, and (3) clerical and sales. The remaining 48%, 
are included in groups 4, 5, and 6 representing (4) craftsmen, 
policemen, firemen, (5) operators and (6) unskilled, service, domestic 
or unemployed. The results suggest that socioeconomic status did 
not effect students in their vocational choices since the distribution 
among the upper and lower SES are nearly equivalent (52%, 48% 
respectively). Although not evaluated as part of this study, it is 
important to note that categories 4, 5, and 6 were comprised 
primarily of families with mother as single head of household. 
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Student characteristics four and five include the total reading 
and the total math scores as depicted in Table 4.4. The findings 
indicated that these areas should be considered as factors influencing 
a student's choice of enrollment in a vocational education program, 
since the majority (66%) of female students selecting vocational 
education were performing one or more years below grade level. 
Table 4.4 
—Beading_And Total Math Scores: 
Female Vocational Education Students 
Level Reading 
Percent Freauencv 
2 years above grade level. 0 0 
1 year above grade level. 3 1 
On grade level. 3 1 1 1 
1 year below grade level . 20 7 




2 years above grade level. 0 0 
1 year above grade level. 5 2 
On grade level. 29 10 
1 year below grade level . 20 7 
2 years below grade level . 46 1A 
100% 35 
In sum, 66% of the subjects were performing one or more 
years below grade level in reading and math. Lower academic 
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ability may influence a student’s decision to select a program which 
develops skills in areas not limited to academics. This allows the 
student a greater range of career opportunities, otherwise not 
accessible through a traditional academic program. 
The final category indicated the percentage of female 
vocational students who were receiving special education services. 
The category was subdivided into prototypes as defined below. 
Students were assigned categories reflective of their current 
prototype. The student prototype was based on a comprehensive 
evaluation conducted by special educators. 
In Table 4.5, the distribution of female vocational students 
receiving special education services is indicated. 
Table 4.5 
Spatial_Education Classificiation: 
Female Vocational Education Students 











Total 37% 13 
Of the total high school population, 2200 students, 18% were 
non-vocational special education students, and of that 18%, 7% were 
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females. In the vocational program 37% of the female students were 
receiving special education services. This was considered an 
influencing factor since it is approximately five times greater than 
the percent of special education females in non-vocational programs. 
According to the Massachusetts Department of Education, 
approximately 20% of vocational education enrollees are special 
education students. Based on this information and data from the 
present study, indications are that participation in special education 
was an area effecting the student's choice of a vocational education 
program. 
B. Results of Student Surveys 
A questionaire was distributed and completed by all thirty-five 
student participants (see Appendix B). The study population 
represented a cross-section of the community. The students ranged 
in age from 14 years 1 month to 19 years 9 months and were in 
grades 9 through 12. All students were residents of Cambridge. 
Sixty percent resided with one parent, forty percent resided with 
both parents. Fifty-four percent of the students were non-minority 
and forty-six percent were minority. Forty-three percent of the 
students were enrolled in the exploratory or careers program and 
fifty-seven percent were majoring in a shop area. 
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The objective of the questionnaire was for the student to 
identify, with the aid of a survey tool, specific factors that influenced 
their decision to enroll in a vocational program. The survey 
questions required the student to check each item as to its degree of 
importance in affecting their choice. Questions one and two were 
background items and used to cross reference previous data 
gathered from student records. Question one required the student to 
indicate their sex, (for the purpose of this study only the female 
surveys were analyzed). Question two required the student to list 
parent occupation (this information was used to cross reference 
previous identified data from the student's record, see Table 4.3). 
Table 4.6 presents the results of question three that required 
students to rate how important certain persons were to their decision 




Most Important Somewhat Important Not important 
Mother. 43% 34% 23% 
Father. 29% 17% 54% 
Brother. 6% 11% 83% 
Sister. 14% 6% 80% 
Relative. 28% 49% 23% 
Friend. 32% 54% 14% 
Employer. 40% 20% 40% 
Teacher. 54% 17% 29% 
Counselor. 34% 20% 46% 
Voc. Ed. Rep... 31% 46% 23% 
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In question three parental influence was further subdivided 
into mother influence and father influence. Separately, the results 
differ from previous studies in which parental influence, in 
particular father influence, was quite strong. In Vondracek's (1986) 
study, parents were cited as a crucial influence on their child 
regarding the interaction and attitudes toward role expectation and 
career development. It should be noted in the present study that the 
relatively low percentage of reported father influence, was not 
exceptional considering that in 54% of the families, mother was single 
head of household. However, with a combined total of 72% (mother 
and father) the strongest single influence was the parents. 
The studies of Bern and Bern (1973) and Tittle (1986) indicated 
that teachers and counselors are in key positions to influence student 
choice of an atypical career decision. For the purpose of this study, 
atypical career decision refers to female students who select a 
vocational program of study, since the total population of females in 
the vocational education program, traditional and nontraditional 
courses, was only 13%. For the students in this study teachers were 
important and to a lesser extent counselors. It must be noted that at 
the junior high school level, where students typically select a 
program of study (vocational or otherwise), counselors were not 
available within this school system. 
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Question four required the student to rate the importance of 
various reasons for selecting vocational education. In Table 4.7, the 
results are presented. 
Table 4.7 
Ksasong For Selecting Vocational Education 
Most Somewhat 
Important Important 
To be with friends. 57% 23% 
To learn a trade. 77% 12% 
Studies are easier. 49% 2% 
Parents wanted me to. 80% 11% 
I know graduates of Voc. Ed. 40% 26% 
I liked Voc. Ed. reputation.. 









Three major reasons for selecting a vocational education 
program were (1) parental encouragement 80%, (2) to learn a trade 
77%, and (3) to be with friends 57%. The data supported the earlier 
findings relative to the strong parental influence on the student's 
choice to enroll in the vocational education program. The results 
identified the strong student desire to learn a trade, the recognition 
of personal interests and abilities, and by extension career areas. 
Although the category of "studies being easier" was rated high (49%) 
and noted as most important, it was also noted as not 
important (49%). 
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Question five required students to indicate whether they had a 
job after school. Forty-nine percent of the students reported that 
they were currently employed. 
The focus of question six required students to identify their 
participation in after school activities. Fifty-one percent of the 
students were involved in clubs or sport activities, through the 
school or community. The majority (82%) of the students 
participated in activities within the community. 
Table 4.8 presents the students' responses to question seven 
which required the student to score each item for its importance 
relative to their interest in learning a trade. 
Table 4.8 
Importance Of Learning A Trade 
Mq$1 Important Somewhat Important Not Important 
Family Trade. 31% 34% 35% 
Job experience. 69% 17% 14% 
Long time interest. 26% 60% 14% 
Own ability. 66% 25% 9% 
Books and magazines.. 17% 9% 74% 
Job Opportunities. 69% 31% 4% 
Wages. 40% 37% 23% 
The students' attitudes and abilities influencing their choices 
are strongly represented. The leading factors were job experience 
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69%, job opportunities 69%, and the students' recognition of their 
own ability in the vocational areas 66%. 
The final survey question required the students to indicate 
their level of satisfaction with the vocational program. The results 
were 34% very satisfied, 66% satisfied and 0% dissatisfied. It is 
important to note a student dissatisfied with her program would be 
able to choose another course of study, vocational (choosing another 
shop area) or academic. 
C. Results of Student Interviews 
Rationale for choosing to enroll in a vocational program of 
study was gathered through student interviews (see Appendix C and 
D). All thirty-five participants were interviewed on an individual 
basis by the researcher. 
In the first question students were required to indicate in 
which shop classes they had participated. Eighty-six percent 
indicated that they had taken either the exploratory or careers 
course. The exploratory course was a full year, double period class, 
where students rotated on a 3 week time period, through all the 
shops with the exception of cosmetology (this was an off campus 
program). The careers course was a full year, single period course. 
The emphasis was on career opportunities offered within the 
vocational education program of studies. 
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Question two required the student to indicate if they were a 
shop major and to identify what was their major course of study. 
Sixty-percent of the students in the study were shop majors. Table 
4.9 indicates the distribution of the female students who were 
majors in their selected shop courses; the comparison of the 
percentage of female students relative to the total class size; and the 
percentage of female students who selected a shop compared to the 
total female enrollment in the vocational program of studies. 
Table 4.9 
Distribution_Of Female Students 
MaiQrjng In Vocational Courses 
SMe Female/Female Population Females/Class Size 
Culinary Arts. 26% 25% 
*Cosmotology. 26% 100% 
Medical. 11 % 50% 
Computers. 11 % 26% 
Graphic Arts. 11 % 33% 
Drafting. 5% 8% 
Welding. 5% 8% 
Metals. 5% 8% 
♦This is a course offered through the vocational program however it is not 
offered on campus. 
+Fourteen students were not included in this table since they have not yet 
chosen a major. 
These statistics identify that the majority of the females are in "soft" 
shops, that is, areas where male students were less prominent. 
Question three required the student to identify how many 
females were in their shop; the answers ranged from 3 to all females 
(cosmetology). The percentages are represented in Table 4.9, 
female/class size. 
Question four required the student to identify if they were 
planning to get a job in their shop area. The majority of the 
students, 89% anticipated obtaining employment in their chosen 
vocational area. The other 11% were not contemplating work after 
high school. These students were planning marriages and did not 
anticipate having a career. 
Question five required students to identify why they chose to 
enter a vocational education program. The students indicated a 
desire to obtain employable, marketable skills. The following 
responses represented the overall concensus: 
o "I want to learn something that can help me get a job." 
o "I liked my exploratory program and found out that I can 
do better in shop classes then in other classes." 
o "Its important to be able to do something to get a job 
that is not just reading and math." 
o "I am learning skills that will enable me to leave high 
school and get a good job." 
Question six required students to identify what they liked 
about the vocational education program. Students responded 
positively when asked to identify what they liked about their 
vocational program. The general consensus of the responses was: 
o I like the teachers, they even help me with other course 
work." 
o "I know he likes me and watches out for me. He always 
has me work with a small group of boys that don't act 
out or bother people." 
o She is always caring and when I have trouble with the 
work or can t do it, she comes right over and encourages 
me. She says I know you can do it." 
o He is trying to help me get a job even though he knows 
I’ve been in trouble. I'm a good worker in his class." 
o "I like the experience I'm getting and I can't wait to get 
paid for doing this, it’s such fun." 
Question seven required the students to identify what they 
would change about the vocational program, overwhelmingly the 
students replied 'have more girls in the classes'. In addition to this 
comment, they also suggested: 
o ".have more time in shop." 
o "I wish I could just stay in my shop class all day....I guess 
I'd say less math and science - more shop time." 
o "I wish that my other subjects could be related to my 
shop....I need to learn to measure but no one teaches 
that." 
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o "I like it just the way it is." 
Question eight required the students to indicate if they had any 
relatives who graduated from the vocational education program. 
Thirty-three percent of the students indicated that they had a 
relative who graduated from the program. In thirty percent of the 
cases the student had a brother and three percent of the cases the 
student had a sister who graduated from the vocational education 
program. 
Question nine required the student to identify if they planned 
to graduate from the vocational education program. The students 
indicated that 92% planned on graduating from the vocational 
program. The other 8% were having academic difficulties and were 
debating whether to continue their education. The students noted 
that although they were successful in their shop courses, they were 
failing academic classes. The amount of time required for their 
vocational courses (50% of their scheduled school day), did not allow 
the vocational student time for study halls, tutoring or schedule 
periods to make up failed courses. With the recent increase in 
required courses to meet graduation requirements, the vocational 
student is at a disadvantage. The data further supported the concept 
that students found their vocational program easier. However, 
through the interview process they indicated that their interest level 
was higher, that they were successful and that they saw a direct 
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correlation to employment opportunities, therefore making the 
program seem easier. 
The six percent of the students who left the vocational program 
during the school year, stated that although they liked their shops, 
they chose to leave. One student left due to academic difficulties and 
the other left to participate in an early release program. The 
students indicated that they chose to leave for personal reasons 
unrelated to issues with their vocational program. However, as 
mentioned earlier, it is difficult for the vocational student to 
complete all the course requirements for graduation and to meet the 
amount of required hours in their vocational shop. The vocational 
student was required to spend fifty percent of their scheduled time 
in their vocational major area. Additionally, students must meet all 
requirements as deemed by the academic program of study. The 
combination of these requirements forces the vocational student to 
leave the program if they are facing academic failure. 
The general studies or college preparatory students are entitled 
to an early release program during senior year. The vocational 
student cannot participate due to the vocational program 
requirements. This presents a conflict even with the most arduous of 
students. It was noted that the female students who chose to leave 
the vocational program included the aforementioned items in their 
reasons for dropping out. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY OF THE STUDY 
Ai—Summary 
The purpose of this study was to examine selected 
characteristics of female vocational education students in an urban 
comprehensive high school during the 1988-1989 school year and to 
identify factors that influenced their choice to enroll in a vocational 
education program. An analysis of the data was performed to 
determine common traits among the students that might be factors 
influencing their choice, and the identification of barriers effecting 
the students' successful completion of a vocational program. The 
degree of familial and school personnel's influence on the student's 
selection process was also considered. 
Several related questions surfaced from the initial statement of 
purpose: 
o What factors would prevent a female student's decision 
to drop out of a vocational education program? 
o What policies and practices do female students enrolled 
in vocational programs recommend to encourage recruit¬ 
ment and/or retention of female students in vocational 
education? 
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A review of the literature incorporated the historical 
development of women in the field of education and employment 
and the recent laws developed pertaining to these areas. Research 
studies centered on the current status of females in the areas of 
vocational education programs, including issues effecting the 
selection process, employment of women relative to wage gender 
variation and occupational segregation. It has been determined that 
women's employment opportunities are linked to their general 
education, vocational education and other socialization and training 
influences to which they are exposed. 
The study population was comprised of 35 secondary school 
age female vocational education students from Cambridge, 
Massachusetts. This sample group was selected to test the two 
hypotheses: 
1. There is a relationship between the six stated student 
characteristic variables and enrollment in the vocational 
education program. 
2. There is a high degree of familial influences on the 
decision making process of the female vocational 
education student. 
Data was collected from the following sources; student records, 
student questionnaires and interviews with all students. The student 
surveys were quantitative and qualitative, while student interviews 
were strictly qualitative and student characteristics strictly 
quantitative. 
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The findings supported the hypothesis that there was a 
relationship between students who enrolled in vocational education 
program and their (1) total reading scores (2) total math scores and 
(3) the student s special education classification. There was, 
however, no evidence that socioeconomic status, race/ethnicity, or 
the number of parents in the home had any influence on the 
student s selection of vocational education. 
The study supported the hypothesis that there is a high degree 
of familial influence on a female student's choice of a vocational 
education program. Additionally, the research found that student's 
desire to learn a trade and gain employable skills was a contributing 
factor of influence on the student's selection process of a vocational 
education program. Internal factors of influence affecting student 
choices were linked to student interests and specific ability in a skill 
area and the student's awareness of potential earnings and job 
opportunities. External influencing factors included: parents, school 
personnel, employers and student friends' attitudes toward role 
expectation and career development. 
Of the student characteristics examined, reading scores, math 
scores and special education classification were factors influencing 
the student’s selection process. Other factors such as race/ethnicity, 
socioeconomic status and number of parents in the home were not 
considered to be influencing factors for the following reasons: 
o The study consisted of 54% non-minorities and 46% 
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minorities. The ratios reflect the composition of the 
entire student population, vocational and non-vocational. 
° The study sample was comprised of 60% of students 
from one parent homes. This statistic mirrors that of 
the entire student population. 
o The socioeconomic status included 52% of the families 
in the top 3 cluster areas, (Professional and Technical, 
Business Managers, Officials, Proprietors, Clerical and 
Sales), and 48% from the lower 3 cluster areas 
(Craftsmen, Policemen, Firemen, Operators, 
Serviced,Unskilled, Domestic or Unemployed). This fact 
is also reflective of the entire student population. 
These statistics reflect that of the total student population, therefore, 
they were not considered factors influencing enrollment in vocational 
education. 
The reading scores, math scores and special education 
classification were notable as indicated below: 
o 37% of the female students were receiving special 
education, an increase of 12% over the general school 
population. 
o 66% of the students scored one year or more below grade 
level in the area of math and reading, notably lower than 
the general school population. 
From the student surveys the major influences included 
teachers 54%, mothers 43%, employers 40%, guidance counselors 34%, 
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and fathers 29%. This data differed from Vondracek's (1986) study 
where parents were identified as highly significant in role 
expectation and career development. In this study it is not 
outstanding that fathers did not have a strong influence since 54% of 
the subjects did not have fathers in their homes. This section of the 
questionnaire required the students to identify separately, which 
parent singularly effected their choice. When combined the parental 
influence is 72% and this total is in keeping with Vondracek's study. 
Parental influence was again prominent when students were 
asked in a follow up question to indicate why they chose a vocational 
program. The factors included parental influence 80%, to learn a 
trade 77% and to be with friends 57%. In response to the question 
indicating the importance of having a trade, student's identified the 
following as significant: job experience 69%, job opportunities 69%, 
and student ability in a trade area 66%. 
The study concluded that the significant external factors 
influencing students were parents, teachers, employers, counselors 
and friends. The internal factors included the desire to learn a trade, 
to obtain job experience, to develop employable skills and the 
student’s recognition of her ability in a vocational area. 
The data from the student interviews concluded that 86% of 
the students had participated in exploratory or career programs. The 
majority of the female shop majors elected "soft shops." Of the 
students studied 89% desired to continue their skills in an 
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employment area related to their shop training. Ninety-two percent 
of the students were planning on graduating from the vocational 
program. 
The students chose vocational education for a variety of 
reasons. The major themes for their selection included: 
o students found that they were successful in the 
exploratory or career courses, 
o students enjoyed a "hands on" approach to learning, 
o students felt they were learning skills that would 
assist them in attaining good jobs, and 
o their parents thought it was a good idea. 
The students provided positive comments about their 
vocational courses and trade area teachers. They were confident that 
their learning experience in these areas was directly linked to 
employment opportunities. The students did recommend changes for 
the vocational program. These comments focused on the following 
topics: 
o to increase the number of females in the shops, 
o to allow the academic subjects to be more applicable 
to the shop requirements, specifically in the area of math, 
o to increase the scheduled shop time, while decreasing 
the academic time allotment, and 
o to decrease the academic course work required for 
graduation. 
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The study did include the 6% of the females who left the 
vocational program during the 1988-1989 school year, the period 
during which this study was conducted. Although the students 
stated that their reasons for leaving were personal, the factors 
involved incorporated the concerns of many vocational education 
students. As mentioned in Chapter IV, vocational students have 
difficulty meeting the combined academic and vocational program 
requirements for graduation. These issues need to be further 
examined so that students are not forced to leave their vocational 
training program due to the burden of additional academic 
graduation requirements. A mutually acceptable balance between 
the academic and vocational programs needs to be developed to 
prevent the loss of students in vocational career preparation. 
B. Conclusion 
Based on the study population the data presented on student 
characteristics indicated that race/ethnicity, number of parents in 
the home, and socioeconomic status were not important factors 
influencing a student's choice of a vocational education program. 
Reading scores, math scores and special education classification 
were found to be of importance in influencing a student’s choice. 
Whether this influence was supported through parents, teachers, 
counselors or the individual was not specifically identified in this 
study. 
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The study sample identified the following people as influencing 
factors, parents, teachers, friends, employers and counselors. The 
students participating in the study selected vocational education for 
the following reasons: recognition of own ability, to develop 
employable skills and the desire to learn a trade. 
The research supported the combination of external influences 
(parents and teachers), and internal influences (student’s needs and 
abilities), as the major contributing factors of influence. These 
components are distinct yet have interrelated objectives. 
As a result of this research factors influencing and effecting 
student choices were identified. The findings, coupled with the 
student comments, allow for the following recommendations for 
student recruitment and retention strategies: 
o provide students with career information early in 
their education through books, films, magazines or 
speakers, 
o dissemination of information to all students so that they 
may incorporate employment options in their program of 
study, 
o offer applied academic courses relative to the vocational 
skill areas, and 
o provide students with job placement relative to their 
shop area as early as possible. 
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In combination with these efforts, vocational education 
information needs to be targeted towards groups of people who 
impact on the student's choice regarding enrollment in a vocational 
program. The distribution of information to parents, teachers, 
employers and counselors denoting detailed information about 
vocational education, programs offered, job placement opportunities, 
continuing educational opportuntities and career options, is 
essential. These recommendations should be implemented prior to, 
and during a student s participation in vocational education program 
of studies. 
Recommendations for Recruitment and Retention 
Strategies 
The culmination of the data collected through surveys and 
interviews identified specific factors, external and internal, that 
influenced the study group in their choice of vocational education. 
This data, coupled with the student suggestions, prompt the 
recommendations for the following recruitment strategies: 
o students need to have exposure to career information, 
traditional and nontraditional, early in their schooling, 
o more information about vocational education should be 
distributed to students and parents, 
o students and parents should be informed of employment 
opportunities available with vocational training, 
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O detailed information about the job placement programs 
and vocational co-op programs needs to be disseminated 
to students, and 
° provide students with realistic employment options, 
(relative to the job market in their area, job 
salary information and educational career requirements. 
Recommendations relative to retention strategies include: 
o incorporate math and science curriculum with skills 
relative to vocational courses, 
o coordinate academic graduation requirements with the 
vocational classes, 
o improve the image of the vocational education program 
through dissemination of information regarding career 
opportunities which do not require course work 
beyond the high school level. 
Some students had difficulty expressing their ideas for 
retention and recruitment. They stated that vocational education was 
a good decision for them and agreed that more students should take 
advantage of the program offerings. However, the students also very 
clearly indicated that it was an individual choice and not necessarily 
appropriate for all students. 
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IL—Limitations of the Research 
The study had several limitations and strengths that need to be 
considered in assessing the findings. The most critical limitation is 
the composition and small size of the student sample. This is a 
natural limitation of the study since the purpose was to investigate 
the females in vocational education and at this point there is not an 
abundance. Although the composition reflected an urban area, these 
findings may differ when used in rural or suburban areas or used for 
certain sub-populations such as students in non-comprehensive 
vocational programs. 
The course offerings in the vocational program do not 
incorporate the Business or Home Economics Department, therefore 
enrollees of programs in these areas, respectively, office related and 
early childhood education were eliminated as information sources. 
These factors could alter the outcome of the research. 
E. Implications 
If the intention were to increase female students’ participation 
in vocational education, the Cambridge School Department would be 
well advised to expose their female population to information 
regarding traditional and nontraditional education choices. This 
introduction should be implemented during the sixth, seventh, and 
eighth grade years so that students would have ample opportunity to 
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explore their options prior to application to specific high school 
programs. In addition to an exposure to various career choices, 
students should be informed of employment opportunities available 
with vocational training. Students should be informed of job 
placement programs and co-op work experiences. Students need 
detailed information about careers, salary information and 
educational requirements for different occupations. Realistic 
employment options and opportunities should be encouraged. A 
system for the distribution of information could be organized and 
delivered through a cooperative effort between high school and 
middle school administrators, counselors, teachers and other support 
staff. 
The results of the study provided insights into the process by 
which female students select enrollment in a vocational program. 
The data indicated that two primary components influence the 
students decision. These components consist of external and 
internal factors. 
The identification of these factors should be strongly 
considered when developing recruitment and retention practices and 
policies. The key issues involved parental support and 
encouragement and the student's recognition of their skills and 
interest areas relative to employment options. 
The findings of this study could be further explored using a 
more heterogeneous sample. Studies including students from 
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comprehensive and noncomprehensive vocational programs, as well 
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The admissions policy was designed and developed for use by the 
Rindge Technical Vocational Program. The policy had been approved 
by the Massachusetts State Department of Vocational Education and 
the Cambridge School Committee. The admissions policy was 
researched and prepared by this writer. 
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i. eligibility statement 
SkiHs train mg Chapter 74 Programs in the Cambridge Public 
school System are open to students who have been promoted 
o grade nine (9) and have reached age fourteen (14) at the 
start or the school year. 
II. EQUAL EDUCATION OPPORTUNITY STATEMENT 
The Rindge Technical Vocational Program admits students 
and makes available to them its advantages, privileges, and 
courses of study, without regard to race, color, sex, religion, 
national origin, English language proficiency or handicap. 
III. DESCRIPTION OF ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE AS IT AFFECTS 
ADMISSIONS POLICY. 
There are no student quotas by residence, as this is an 
educational offering and is under the auspices of the City's 
public school system serving secondary level students residing 
in the City of Cambridge. The majority of students applying for 
admission are in grades nine and ten. 
Students from outside of Cambridge may be enrolled on a space 
available basis and in accordance with Chapter 74 regulations. 
IV. PROCEDURES TO BE FOLLOWED BY STUDENTS TO MAKE 
APPLICATION TO THE SCHOOL 
A. General Requirements 
1. Eighth grade students desiring to enter the ninth 
grade vocational exploratory program apply during 
the months of January and February. These 
students contact the elementary school counselor 
(K-8) or (K-8) Rindge Technical Vocational Program 
counselor and obtain the application packet. 
Included within the application packet are the 
following: 1) application form, and recommendation 
form to be completed by a teacher or guidance 
counselor. The forms are signed by the student's 
parents or guardians and then returned to the 
elementary school counselor (K-8). 
2. For the exploratory phase of the ninth grade 
programs, students will be scheduled into twelve 
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(12) three (3) week exploratory cycles. Every 
effort is made to schedule students into non- 
traditional areas, with particular emphasis on 
placing and recruiting female students. At the end 
of the year exploratory period, students will rank 
three (3) shop areas that they are interested in 
pursuing as a major trade area of concentration for 
their high school career. Every effort will be made 
to give them their first choice, but in the case of 
over subscription, students will be ranked by the 
criteria listed on the last page. 
3. Students desiring to enter as tenth and eleventh 
grades will fill out their shop choice on the 
Cambridge High School course selection sheet. 
These selection sheets will be given to the 
vocational counselors who will assign these 
students to the shop of their choice. If over 
subscription occurs, then the rank orders scores 
previously referred to will be used. 
4. To facilitate the admittance of Limited English 
Proficient (L.E.P.) and Special education students 
the following procedures have been adapted: 
a. All L.E.P. students will be informed, both 
orally and in writing of the skills training 
programs (Chapter 74) available to them 
within the school system using an interpreter 
whenever necessary. All programs will be 
described in brochures, translated into the 
languages representing the major non-English 
speaking groups of students. During the 
months of January and February the outreach 
recruiter will contact the elementary schools. 
b. The elementary counselor, bilingual house 
counselor and the occupational education 
bilingual specialist will work in close 
cooperation with the vocational counselors 
and the executive director of occupation 
education in order to facilitate the admission 
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of L.E.P. students into the occupation 
education programs. Bilingual technical 
assistants are available in the shop classes to 
support L.E.P. students. Two staff meetings 
will be undertaken annually for serving L.E.P. 
students. A Bilingual Specialist will conduct 
the interviews for the L.E.P. students. 
c. Language assessments will only be used for 
guidance and counseling purposes and will 
not be used as determinates for students 
admission to occupational education 
programs. 
d. Parents of L.E.P. students will be encouraged 
and invited to participate in the parent 
information night and an interpreter will be 
provided. In addition, a bilingual outreach 
worker will provide additional information 
and home visitation for L.E.P. students, as 
needed. 
e. Special education students will be 
interviewed by a guidance counselor. 
5. Transfer Students 
a. Transfer tenth and eleventh grade students 
may enter the following full time programs: 
AUTO BODY, AUTOMOTIVE, 
CARPENTRY,COMPUTER,CULINARY ARTS, 
DRAFTING, ELECTRICAL, 
ELECTRONIC/ROBOTICS, GRAPHIC ARTS, 
MACHINE, MEDICAL/CAREERS, METAL 
FABRICATION/WELDING. 
Transfer students in the twelfth grade will be 
accepted on space available basis. 
6. Recruitment Activities 
a. During the months of October, November and 
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December eighth grade students will visit the 
Rindge Technical Vocational Program. A video 
presentation of all occupation education programs 
offered in the system will be presented as well as a 
tour of the shop area. Attendance is not mandatroy 
but all students are encouraged to attend this open 
house. Bus transportation will be provided for all 
eighth grade students in the ten (10) elementary 
schools (K-8). An interpreter will be available for 
all L.E.P. students as needed. The elementary 
guidance counselor, housed at Cambridge Rindge 
and Latin, who visits all elementary schools in 
January and February will conduct the interviews, 
notify students of required recommendations and 
other areas of criteria. 
b. Notices of this open house are translated into the 
language representing the major non English 
speaking student groups and are distributed to 
students and parents. 
c. As mentioned students desiring entry into 
occupational education programs will obtain 
application forms from their guidance counselors. 
These forms are collected by the counselor and then 
given to the vocational counselor. The deadline for 
application to the Rindge Technical Voacational 
Program is March 31st. 
d. Late applications will be conducted and accepted on 
space available basis. 
V. PROCEDURE FOLLOWED BY THE RINDGE TECHNICAL 
VOCATIONAL PROGRAM TO RECRUIT STUDENTS AND 
SELECT AMONG APPLICANTS 
A. General Requirements 
Section IV above details the procedure followed by the 
Cambridge Rindge Technical Vocational Program in 
informing, disseminating information and recruiting 
students into Chapter 74 programs. 
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Specific Requirements 
1. Applications are collected by the elementary 
guidance counselor and forwarded to the vocational 
guidance counselor at the Rindge Technical 
Vocational Program. This is accomplished during 
the last week in March. The executive director of 
occupation education, a member from special 
education, a member of the bilingual staff and the 
vocational counselors make recommendations for 
the final selections on weighted criteria. 
2. The elementary guidance counselor will be 
notified of the student's status (acceptance or 
placed on waiting list). This notification will 
be reconfirmed by the vocational counselors 
in writing to the parent or guardian of the 
students. Letters of acceptance or waiting list 
status will be mailed by May 31st. 
VI. SELECTION CRITERIA USED TO CHOOSE AMONG APPLICANTS 
A. General Requirements 
In the case of bilingual or special education students, the 
selection criteria will be waived as necessary in order to 
meet the requirements of other relevant education laws 
such as Chapter 766 and Bilingual Education Laws. 
B. Specific Requirements for Each Selection Criteria 
The following is an account of the selection criteria which 
will be used in the case of over subscription to a 










absences will be 
counted during 
the previous two (2) 
semesters. 
The grade average 
taken from the report 
card in Math and 
English for the 
previous two (2) 
semesters. 
An interview by 
Cambridge Rindge and 
Latin School counselors in 
student’s school during the 
Spring. 
The written recommen- 20% 
dation from a teacher 
and/or guidance counselor, 
prior to March 15. 
The grade from the 20% 
student's exploration 
experience, specifically 
grades in the student’s 
rank three major shop 
selection areas, each will 
be weighted separately. 
For students who have 
not participated in the 
vocational exploratory 
program, five (5) percent 
will be added to each of the 




























Your child----has indicated an interest to 
attend the Rindge Technical Vocational Program. This consent form 
authorizes the release of school records to the Rindge Technical 
Vocational Program. 
Signature Date 
Completion of the following is strictly voluntary and will not be used 
as a condition of admission. This information is used for equal 
educational opportunity purposes only. 
I. Male_ II. White Non-Hispanic_ 






III. Currently receiving services under Chapter 766 _ 
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IV. Language spoken at home __ 
The Rincige Technical Vocational Program admits students and makes 
aval a e to them its advantages, privileges and courses of study 
wit out regard to race, color, sex, religion, national origin or 
handicap. 
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RECOMMENDATION OF teacher or guidance counselor 
Name of student __ 
Teacher/Counselor Name_ 
Subject Taught_ 
This student is interested in the Rindge Technical Vocational 
rogram. Please comment on this student's motivation and 
responsibility in regards to this placement. This information will be 
used for guidance/placement purposes. 
Comments 
Overall rating for student’s success in the Rindge Technical 
Vocational Program: 
Very Strong_Strong_ Average_ Weak_ Very Weak 
Signed:  
Please return this recommendation to the student or guidance 
counselor by March 15. 
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RINDGE TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL PROGRAM 
PERSONAL INTERVIEW REPORT 
Student: 
Address: 
School/House Now Attending: 
Parent or Guardian: __ 
Report of Interview: 
1. What are your outside interests?_ 
2. Do you have any hobbies?__ 
3. What do you know about vocational/technical training? 




5.Where do you see yourself working in five years? 
INTERVIEW RATING FORM 
Very Strong Average Weak Very 
Strong 
5 4 3 2 
Weak 
1 
1 .Interest _ 
2. Realism 
of Voc. Tech. 
Areas _ 
3. Motivation_ 
Signature of Interviewer: _ 
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RINDGE TECHNICAL VOCATION PROGRAM 
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1. MALE- FEMALE_(Check one) 
2. FATHER'S OCCUPATION__ 
MOTHER'S OCCUPATION_ 
3. PLEASE CHECK ONE SPACE FOR EACH OF THE ITEMS BELOW AS 
TO HOW IMPORTANT THE PERSON WAS IN YOUR DECISION TO 
CHOOSE OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION? 
MOST SOMEWHAT NOT 
IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT 
MOTHER __ _ 
FATHER    
BROTHER _ _ _ 
SISTER    
RELATIVES _ _ _ 
FRIEND    




OCC. ED. REP. 
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4. 
WERE EACH 0F THE following items as a 
reason for selecting occupation education? 






TO LEARN A TRADE 
STUDIES ARE EASIER 
PARENTS WANTED ME TO 
I KNOW GRADUATES OF 
OCCED. 
I LIKED OCC. ED. 
REPUTATION 
5. DO YOU HAVE A JOB AFTER SCHOOL? YES 
DO YOU PARTICIPATE IN AFTER SCHOOL ACTIVITIES (SPORTS 
CLUBS, ETC.)_ 
7. HOW IMPORTANT ARE THE FOLLOWING ITEMS IN YOUR INTEREST IN 
LEARNING A TRADE? 
MOST SOMEWHAT NOT 
FAMILY TRADITION 








8. HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT YOUR EXPERIENCE AT OCC. ED. ? 
A. VERY SATISFIED 
B. SATISFIED 




STUDENT INTERVIEW FORM: 
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION STUDENT 
NAME__ GUIDANCE COUNSELOR_ 
DATE__ DATE OF BIRTH_ 
GRADE_ HOUSE_ 
1. What shop classes have you taken?_ 
2. If you are a shop major, what is your shop? _ 
3. How many females are in your class?  
4. Do you plan on getting a job in this area? _ 
5. Why did you choose the Rindge Technical Program? _ 
6. What do you like about Rindge Tech? ___ 
7. What changes would you recommend?_ 
8. Do you have any relatives who graduated from Rindge Tech? 
If so, what is the relationship? --- 
9. Do you plan on graduating from Rindge Tech?-— 
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APPENDIX D 
STUDENT INTERVIEW FORM: 





DATE OF BIRTH_ 
HOUSE 
What shops did you take? 
2. If you were a major, what was your shop? 
3. How many females were in your shop?   
4. Why did you choose the Rindge program? 
5. Why did you drop out of the program? 
6. What changes would you recommend? 
7. Would you recommend the program? If so, why or why not? 
8. Do you have any relatives that are presently in the program? 
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